Book Reviews
Functional Anatomy of the Newborn by Edmund S Crelin PhD DSC pp xii+87 illustrated £3.50cloth £1.75 paper New Haven & London: Yale University Press 1973 This short softbacked book is meant as a concise guide to the functional anatomy of the newborn. It is disappointing. In the first paragraph, on body weight and proportions, there is no reference to the ranges of weight found at different stages in gestation, nor any mention of the smallor large-for-dates infant. This is the style of the whole book, however, one of generalizations, average organ weights for newborn infants, no statistics and bald statements on physiology. There are no references. This will hardly serve as a reference book of basic data for neonatologists and pwdiatric pathologists; nor, having only three black and white illustrations and a dull organ-byorgan arrangement of the text, does it make attractive reading for students or nurses.
DAVID BAUM
Clinical Genetics edited by Arnold Sorsby 2nd edn pp xi+646 illustrated £17 London: Butterworths 1973 This well produced book is essentially an enlarged and completely new edition of the second partthe clinical partof the 1953 book which was also edited by Arnold Sorsby. The theoretical part was no longer needed by present-day readers, the editor says, as presumably they can find the information elsewhere, but three general chapters form a new first part. The second part of the book, about nine-tenths of it, deals with genetic disorders more or less by system (metabolism, the skin, skeleton, muscles, &c.). Not much overlap between the various authors results from the unavoidable splitting of the syndromes (see Fraser's final chapter listing many of these) though some unnecessary repetitions have occurred and, unfortunately, no cross-references have been given within the book where they might usefully have been. It is also perhaps tedious that in some chapters not all references have been listed at the end of the individual chapters; why, then, quote those that are not listed? The scope, size and detail of treatment of the individual chapters vary somewhat but, in general, the presentation is clear, informative and up-to-date. This is not a small feat in this rapidly moving field where new genetic disorders are continuously identified, old ones are better documented and more and more often biochemically clarified, and syndromes which seemed uniform reveal the genetic and biochemical extent of their hetero- A yearbook in surgery recording in one volume recent advances and current opinions on a wide range of surgical topics is bound to appeal to the busy surgeon wishing to keep up with progress in fields other than his own.
The present yearbook demonstrates admirably how such a volume should be compiled. It begins with a 14-page review of current surgical thinking on some 26 topics and continues with over 450
